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PRESIDENT'S PIECE Gwyn Williams
Gwyn’s final word

There are heaps of people who help out. That’s just great.
Thanks all. But as people move on to other things, we
always need more helpers. People to do stuff regularly
throughout the year and to keep the club ticking over. So
this is an appeal to get involved. There are lots of ways you
can help, from uncluttering the shelves to recycling clay to
keeping the kitchen clean to sponging down the table that
someone forgot to sponge. You can help informally or you
can get yourself a formal position. If you enjoy sitting round a
table talking about the club and helping make decisions
about how it is run, then think about getting on the
committee.

I will be standing down as president at the AGM (Sun 13
October at 4pm). I have been elected four times, and with
work commitments, other involvements and the fact that I
don’t live in Wellington any more, it’s best if I pass on to
someone else. Vera Burton is also standing down as vicepresident, and with Janine Collier gone to the USA, we need
a new treasurer as well. And we always need regular
committee members.
I would like to thank all the people I have worked with over
the years, especially those who sat round the table with me
at committee meetings and those who helped me fix gear
that needed fixing.

I have gained a great deal of satisfaction from being involved
with Wellington Potters’ over the years. I haven’t made a pot
for ages, but that doesn't matter. Probably what I enjoy most
is fixing kilns and wheels and nailing shelves to the walls.
Helping out is rewarding. There’s great pleasure in making
some small but important difference. And there’s pleasure in
working with other people, the many wonderful people at the
club.

WPA is a great club. It’s got great facilities, it’s cheap to join,
it’s inclusive ... And, importantly, it’s run cooperatively by its
members. Everything you see when you come to the rooms
at Grant Road has been installed, fixed, cleaned, pugged,
purchased, arranged, loaded, stacked, sorted, counted by
volunteers. The tea-towels are washed by volunteers, the
glazes are mixed by volunteers, the anagama wood is split
and stacked by volunteers, the exhibition organised by
volunteers. Without all the people who offer up their time,
WPA would fall over. If people got paid for their efforts, your
subs would go through the roof.

Thanks everyone!
Gwyn

DIARY 2013
13 October

AGM

23 October Wednesday
29 October Tuesday

Team building - restricted use of rooms 2 – 4.30pm.

9-10 November

Workshop: Sculpture with Chris Pease

23-24 November

Paper Clay Workshop with Shane Gallagher

FACEBOOK
WPA has joined the Facebook age! Check out our page for upcoming events, photos, exhibition news and more. You don’t have to
be a member of Facebook. Just go here:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wellington-Potters-Association/213144062066063

WANTED: LIBRARIAN
Anyone out there keen on taking care of the club's collection of books, magazines and videos? Elaine Marland has been doing the
job for 20 years and would like to hand over the reins to someone new.
If you think you might be able to help out, let us know. You will need to check in on the library fairly regularly (once every week or
two). And you will need an eye for detail.
Full training provided.
If you are interested, contact Elaine to discuss: marland@xtra.co.nz

WANTED: MONEY PERSON (AKA TREASURER)
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WANTED: MONEY PERSON (AKA TREASURER)
Anyone out there just love money and power and glamour? Do you love books and wine and cake and chippies? Do you like
socialising with like-minded people? Do you find computers really useful, even beautiful in their own way? Do have an eye for
detail? If so, you’d probably make an absolutely brilliant treasurer! Or a brilliant treasurer’s assistant!
The club needs someone to help take care of the accounts. It’s a responsible position. You’ll be able to sign cheques. You’ll use a
piece of software called MYOB (Mind Your Own Business). And you’ll have a helper to deal with the jangly cash. You don't need to
have used MYOB before. We’ll give you professional training and support. We’ll also support you at committee meetings over a
glass of wine.
If you can help, if you are keen, if you are enthusiastic at the prospect of doing extremely valuable things for the club, please let Kate
know by emailing her at wellingtonpotters@gmx.com

TURN THINGS OFF!
With climate change and increasing power prices, it’s always a good idea to turn things off. Turn it off at the wall at
home and you will save heaps over the years. If everyone turned off things they weren’t using, we could get rid of a
whole power station.
At the rooms, turn off your wheel when you have finished throwing, turn off the lights when you are going, turn off
the drying machine when you have finished drying. Or even better, don’t use the drying machine at all. The air
dries things fine (clothes and pots). All you have to do is wait. It’s really easy.

POTTERS’ OLYMPICS
Showcasing our extraordinary skills and senses of fun!
We will have 5 teams each with 4 members. Each team need 1 person who is in the club less than 1 year (ie a beginner), 1 person
who is in the club not more than 2 years, 1 other member and a leader to co-ordinate their team
Teams are: Matthew’s Mighty Mighty, Gwyn's Gladiators, Rhonda’s Rodeo, Elaine’s Exceptionals and one other to be confirmed.
Team leaders will be given a few days notice (after you have your teams) on what the Olympic challenges will be and there will be
one event that is given to the team on the day. There will be one hour to complete the 5 tasks, requiring individual or joint execution.
The Olympics will be run prior to the AGM and those who are unable to participate in the event will be entertained by the final race to
finish time, and the judging!
Last year much fun and hilarity was had by all, as well as the discovery of some skills amongst us others didn’t know about. Each
team made a dolls tea-set, musical instruments (that didn’t necessarily make a sound on their own merit), the longest pulled handle,
an animal, as well as a group sculpture. The leaders can recruit and or help to find their team members. The events will also be
different from last year.
This is a great inclusive event. It doesn’t matter what your skill levels are, skills are shared in the team and last year we found the
best made piece doesn’t necessarily provide the best entertainment or get 1st prize!
Rosemary O’Hara is co-ordinating the Olympics this year. Let me know if you’re willing to be in a team or want to be a leader and
need some members, who is in your team so far and suggestions for events. The AGM is on Sunday 13th October. If you’re free
that afternoon book yourself in! roseo@klezmer.co.nz

TUTORS WANTED
Applications are invited for the positions of tutor for the Community Education funded pottery classes run on Monday and Tuesday
evenings. Current and new tutors are welcome to apply, but you must be a member of Wellington Potters. The classes will cover
topics as follows:
Monday: Introduction to Pottery
This class will introduce you to clay and how to work with it, and cover all steps from clay preparation and recycling, to glazing the
finished work. It will include most usual methods of shaping clay: pinching, coiling, slab construction, using a mould, and an
introduction to throwing on the wheel. Students will be encouraged to be creative and develop their own work. Fee includes all
costs of clay, glazing and firing.
Tuesday: Beginners and intermediate throwing (suitable for beginners or as a refresher course)
This class will introduce you to working with clay, and cover all steps from clay preparation and recycling, to glazing the finished
work. You will learn to throw basic forms: cylinders, bowls, plates, mugs, lips, handles, lids. Fee includes all costs of clay, glazing
and firing.
The classes are run by Wellington High School at the Wellington Potters' Centre from 7-9pm, for 8 classes each term. More detailed
outlines and expectations will be issued later. Applications to the Secretary by the 25th October outlining your experience and which
class you would like to teach.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
All WPA members are invited to attend the club’s AGM. The meeting will be preceded by the Potters’ Olympics (more info on this
closer to the time).

 Date: Sunday 13 October 2013
 Time: 3pm for the Olympics, 4pm for the AGM
 Place: at the rooms

Note that with a few people either disappearing oversees or standing down, we’re going to need some new officers. We’ll need a
new president, vice president and treasurer. Interested? Let the secretary know: wellingtonpotters@gmx.com.
AGM Agenda













Apologies
Minutes of AGM held 28 October 2012
President’s Report
Treasurer’s Report
Elections of Officers:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Election of Six Committee Members
Other Business

A couple of notes about the election
The officers of the Association shall be a president, vice president, secretary and treasurer.
In addition there shall be a further six elected members who together with the immediate past president (ex-officio) shall comprise
the Committee (WPA Rule 9).
Nominations of officers or of members of the Committee may be made at, or before the Annual Meeting, but no person shall be
nominated unless he or she is either present in person, or has consented in writing to stand for the position (WPA Rule 13).
Potluck
The AGM will be followed by a potluck meal. Bring something to eat or drink, something to share.

YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU: STAND FOR THE WPA COMMITTEE
For WPA to survive and prosper, it needs active and committed members to serve on the Committee.
The AGM is being held at 4:00 pm on Sunday 13 October at the rooms, preceded by the Potters Olympics. Vacancies exist for the
offices of President, Vice President and Treasurer. Kate Ford has made herself available for re-election as Secretary. Thank you
Kate. I will continue to serve on the Committee in an ex-officio role as the Immediate Past President.
Apart from the officers’ positions, there are vacancies for six elected members. The Committee can also co-opt further (non-voting)
members onto the Committee to undertake specific tasks, eg looking after the library and arranging raku firings.
It always tends to be a bit of a challenge finding members to serve on the Committee. The problem has been accentuated by the
retirement of a number of long-serving members. But serving on the Committee is not daunting or onerous: it involves attending a
monthly evening meeting, sharing ideas and planning the club’s various activities. The meetings can be stimulating, fun and
sociable and a lot of enduring friendships develop.
So please think about volunteering for the committee. Let me or Kate know if you are interested in serving in any capacity. You
do not have to be an experienced potter or to have particular skills (though we would welcome those with particular areas of
expertise). The final decisions on who is elected will, of course, be made at the AGM.
The WPA is the oldest incorporated pottery club in the country, having been formed in 1958. But we need people to run it and to
guarantee its future!
Gwyn Williams
Outgoing President
Contacts:

Gwyn: 04 905 8816, gwyn.rw@gmail.com
Kate: 473 5356 or 021 121 6531, wellingtonpotters@gmx.com

A WARM WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Nyree Lewis
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POTTERY SALE
The earthquake struck just as we were putting the
finishing touches to our open day exhibition. I shot under
the nearest table, having previously sussed out potential
safe spots under those sturdy wedging tables. Someone
calmly rescued Vivian's platter and I noticed Aimee's
platters being rescued by another dedicated soul before
they took cover.
We rocked and rolled with our eyes glued to the heavily
laden tables and held our collective breaths. The ground
stopped moving and we began our long journey home
through the traffic jams as Wellington closed down and
emptied. It's ok we told each other. All we need is a nice
sunny day and people will come.
Saturday morning was heralded by a massive down pour.
It's ok we told each other. Soon the rain will stop and
people will come. The rain did not stop but slowly people
did come- a steady trickle between down pours.
Our potters presented a fabulous range of
domestic, decorative and art work. We had
a full duty roster of potters wearing red
aprons so visitors could readily identify our
crafts people.
One of our people who shall be nameless to
save embarrassment (but you can see Sarah
Palins house from his front door and Russia
if you stand on your toes) unused to our
culture steadfastly refused to wear his. We
will speak of this no more except to say I was
disappointed!!!
Mal put on a magnificent show on the wheel
as did the other demonstrators, Craig, Paula,
Peter Chris. Having potters at work gave the
room a wonderful buzz and Is definitely
worth repeating.
Davinas cooking is also something worth
repeating. Vivian's big sale likewise.
There are too many of you people to name
one by one but I know our ultimate success
was because so many of you pitched in with
time pots and ideas. I have changed my mind
and will attempt to reconstruct a list of people
who contributed time, pots and ideas. Hope I
have not missed anyone.
Thanks to Vanessa, Rebecca, Shane, Vera,
Aimee, Francesca, Megumi, Barbara, Mathew,
Joe, Davina, Murray, Lynda Forrest, Vivian,
Lyuba, Jill Bagnall, Mary Mowbery, Peter,
Craig, Paula, Frances, Roger, Chris and
showman extraordinaire Mal.
Best wishes to Maurice Bennett who had to
reluctantly pull out at the last minute.
All in all you can congratulate yourselves on a
stunningly successful open day.
Thanks again, Rhonda

KILN FOR SALE
FE 2 cu ft enamelling or china painting kiln for sale in Newlands, good condition, offers phone Helen 478 8746, 0274 913 902.
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ANAGAMA 2013
A VERY FULL KILN
The ninth firing of the anagama kiln was characterised by a very full kiln, damp wood and the active participation of some new
recruits to the pyromania club.
Apart from the normal preparatory tasks, other tasks undertaken included repairing the kiln shelter roof, laying an additional drain at
the entrance to the shelter (a quagmire avoidance strategy), preparing anagama glazes for use by club members, adding additional
rocks to the kiln’s buttresses and making major repairs to the kiln floor. In addition to normal promotional –communications activities,
an “Introduction to Anagama” PowerPoint presentation evening at the club rooms attracted a number of new participants.
Some statistics:
Fifty-two people submitted pots, probably the most ever. This equates to about 290 kg in pots. The actual number of pots is not
available because of incomplete data.
Loading was planned to start on Tuesday 13 August and finish on Saturday 17 August. In the event it finished mid-afternoon on
Wednesday 21 August approximately 8.5 days later. Shige’s day at the kiln generally started before 7 am and 10-11 hour days were
the norm. This equates to a marathon loading time of about 80-90 hours including meal breaks. Pretty good for a chap who was
suffering from a bad cold! He was assisted by a team of tireless, enthusiastic helpers.
For those interested in minutia, about 20 kg of wadding was used.
As usual the firing itself was divided into 15 shifts (ie 5 eight hour shifts and 10 six hour shifts). There were 11 shift leaders and 35
shift members.
The firing started at precisely 8:57 am on Thursday 22 August and finished at 12:10 pm on Monday 26 August 2013. A total of 99
hours and 13 minutes.
One minor gripe, some people did not submit their pots on receiving day but delivered them after loading had started. While in some
cases there were mitigating circumstances, it created extra work and complicated the loading process. Shige, who creates a mental
picture of where the pots should go before he starts loading, I’ve got to say, was much more relaxed about this than I. Such was the
number of pots received on this occasion an extra line of shelves was installed to accommodate them reducing the length of the
firebox to half a metre.
Wood preparation began soon after the previous firing but stalled for a number of reasons largely outside anyone’s control. About
half of the wood stacked for the firing was beautifully dry but the balance was rather damp despite our best efforts to leave gaps for
air to circulate. A detailed firing plan was produced, to which most firing shift leaders adhered, although the efforts of some were
compromised by the damp timber. Side stoking (restricted to the left rear port) started on shift 10, some shift members on earlier
shifts exercising remarkable restraint in resisting the urge to start side stoking earlier. Unfortunately some props were dislodged
during side stoking. The plan set an indicative target of 1300⁰C to be achieved on shift 4. This was accomplished and provided the
foundation for the rest of the firing.
A decision was made on shift 10 to borrow dry wood from the adjacent Mad Hatters’ kiln, a private kiln, and use a vacuum cleaner to
pump air into the kiln as it was beginning to stall. Thus a mixture of dry and damp wood was used for the balance of the firing.
There were a couple of untoward happenings during the course of loading and firing the kiln. In the midst of loading an earthquake
hit the region dislodging, as we later discovered during unloading, some props. Unfortunately on one shift during the firing a shift
member was stricken by an attack of malmirth, a very rare and perplexing condition. For those of you unfamiliar with the condition, a
dictionary definition would probably be helpful:
“Malmirth (n). a medical condition characterised by uncontrollable laughter accompanied by vomiting and convulsions. Usually
occurs when engaged in arduous physical activity in close proximity to a sole humorist. Can be contagious.
- Mal from Scottish Máel Coluim which means "disciple of Saint Columba", -mirth OE myrgth, of Gmc origin; rel. to Merry, -Origin
C21: Anagama, Te Haunui, Horokiwi, N Z.”
Fortunately the victim recovered after bed rest.
The kiln opening and accompanying BBQ, attended by in excess of 60 people, followed on Sunday 1 September. An unexpected
highlight was a stirring performance by bagpiper, Bill Rattenbury, whose mother, Andy, made a major contribution to the firing.
When asked, after the pots had been unloaded, what he thought about the firing, Shige’s cryptic reply was “interesting”. He later
elaborated:
“The damp wood in this firing interested me. It is subjective by each person whether or not the result of the firing was good.
It is not proportional to how much efficiently the wood was fired whether or not the pieces were fired beautifully. If anything, I feel the
beauty of the Anagama firing exists in the inefficiency of firing. The damp wood is not efficient for firing itself. Its moisture makes the
temperature go down and makes the fire suffer from oxygen. It was interesting for me to hover about at the boundary between dead
and alive of the firing. I feel the back of the kiln had got into a "dead" state a little bit too much. The side stoking was over-stoking of
damp wood.
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The firing plan doesn't need to be modified. Mal Sole achieved the shift number 4 goal of getting to the maximum temperature. It is
the key. In later shifts, it's good that they are fired by the instinct of the shift leaders. It's important for them to see, listen to and read
the situation of the kiln, then respond to the situation. However, it must be very difficult for them to understand the situation.
We need dried wood for firing, of course. However, damp wood is not bad for the Anagama firing. I will use it again if I have a
chance.”
A comprehensive debriefing on the firing has been held and planning for the next one undertaken. One of the aims of trying to
involve a lot of people (more than is strictly necessary to fire the kiln) is to build up a cadre of experienced wood firing enthusiasts
who can help sustain the activity in Wellington. Central to this is Shige’s pivotal role in the firings. He wants to actively transfer his
knowledge to WPA members and have them assume responsibility for firings and this will be a major focus in preparing for the next
firing - particularly during the loading phase. As it is important that he have a title that befits his role a number of titles were
suggested. He spurned the offer of such titles as Grand Firing Master, Firing Master Extraordinaire, Honourable Firing Master or
Venerable Firing Master in favour of simply Firing Mentor! While some photos (taken by Mike Atkins, Andy Rattenbury or me) have
been included with this article, many more can be found at this site:
https://picasaweb.google.com/101496314371224632175/NinthAnagamaFiring2013Selection02?authuser=0&authkey=Gv1sRgCLaB_Cim4rEZw&feat=directlink.
An excellent by-product of this firing was the number of people who have volunteered to assist in preparing for the momentous tenth
firing tentatively scheduled for May-June next year. Shortly like minds will turn to such tasks as preparing wood, cleaning shelves,
etc.
My thanks to the stalwarts and others who contribute to the success of the firing. Particular thanks are due to June and Graeme for
hosting the firing, organising the vBBQ and cutting short their European holiday by a few days to allow participants the opportunity to
submit their pots for possible selection in Ceramicus 13 which opened on Friday 13 September.
Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator
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Tenth Anagama preparations begin "Rumble in the Forest"

These pots from the anagama have been orphaned

POTTERY CLASSES AT THE ROOMS
Monday 7-9pm -handbuilding and throwing with Matthew van Atta
Tuesday 7-9pm throwing with Mauritz Basson - http://www.cecwellington.ac.nz/courses/915-pottery-throwing-all-levelstuesday
Basic to intermediate 8 week course $235. Enrol online through the Community Education Centre.
Thursdays 5.30-7.30 and 7.30-9.30pm – Rosemary O’Hara
Throwing and hand building for beginners and beyond. 6 week courses run continuously. $120 per course, plus clay and firing
costs. Phone Rosemary 233 0003 or email roseo@klezmer.co.nz.
Saturdays 9.45-11.45am – Anthea Grob & Rosemary O’Hara
Introductory and intermediate class in hand building and wheel throwing. 6-week courses run continuously. $120 per course, plus
clay and firing costs. Contact Anthea to enrol: anthea@ecofabric.co.nz.
Children’s Pottery Classes
4 mornings (10-12 pm) or afternoons (1-3 pm) on 7, 9 ,10 and 11 October (inclusive) - 4 x 2 hour sessions, $85.00 includes clay and
firing. Ages 7 to 14 years. Phone 233-0003 Rosemary O’Hara, roseo@klezmer.co.nz.

ONE MORE KILN FOR SALE
Kiln free. Controller $300. Plus free kick wheel, sprayer and oxides etc.
Ring Jean Baines: 04 565 1918

ANOTHER PAYMENT OPTION FOR CLAY PURCHASES AND
KILN FIRINGS NOW AVAILABLE
You will have noticed we’ve made some changes to kiln firing slips
(including colours!) and there is a new “Banking Slip” (yellow). To make
your life a little easier, we have started trialling internet banking payments
from members for purchases of clay or kiln firing fees. Of course we will
still accept cash and cheques. The kiln firing slips (club firing is a green
slip, private firing blue) now include a box to tick when you intend to pay
by internet banking. The yellow slip is your reminder note for you to take
away with you of what you owe, what it was for (e.g. kiln fees, clay) and
WPA bank account details. Hopefully the slips are self-explanatory.
To make sure we are completing our accounts correctly, and so we can
allocate funds accurately, we will need you to tell us a few things when
you do your internet banking payment. In the “Particulars” box, we will
need to know your name and in the “Code” box we will need to know what
you are paying for (eg kiln fees, clay). Use the “Reference” box too if you
need more room to explain.
We appreciate people paying promptly and in full. We’ll be reconciling
regularly and if you are tardy in your payment don’t be surprised if you get a phone call or e-mail from me as a reminder. We may
remove the internet banking option if we have to chase too many late payments. Thanks, Janine
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Rosemary O'Hara minus her apron entertains a large crowd at a lunch time concert in Old St Paul's.

As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.
Clubrooms 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), Wellington 6011
or PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6141 | Phone (04) 473 3680 | Email wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
Articles for December/January newsletter need to be emailed to Gwyn by 25 November 2013
(gwyn.rw@gmail.com)
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COMMITTEE 2013
President
Vice
President
Secretary

Gwyn Williams
Vera Burton

Treasurer

Janine Collier

Past
President
Cubby
spaces
Safe/banking

Roger Pearce

Glazes
Pit firings

Rosemary O’Hara
Francesca Costa

Oversight of
rooms

Frances Kuo

Kate Ford

Joe Zuccarello
Lubya Zhilkina

Co-opted members
Anagama
Alan Ross
co-ordinator
Newsletter
Saskia Hendrikse
editor
Clay
Vivian Rodriguez
Library
Kilns

Elaine Marland
Shane Gallagher

Raku firings
NZP
delegate

Mike Atkins
Nicola Dench

21 Ames Street Paekakariki 5034
20 Motueka Street, Ngaio, Wgtn
6035
14a Salisbury Garden Court, Cecil
Road, Wgtn 6012
36 Tuapapa Street, Johnsonville,
Wgtn 6037
47 Simla Crescent. Khandallah,
Wgtn 6035
139 Awarua Street, Ngaio,
Wellington 6035
69 A Clifford Street. Johnsonville,
Wgtn 6037
8 Reserve Road, Plimmerton 5026
Villa 7, 35 Ganges Road,
Khandallah, Wgtn 6035
4 Haumia Street, Johnsonville

04 905 2586
938 8207

gwynwilliams@gmx.com
davee@paradise.net.nz

473 5356
021 121 6531
477 6829

kate.ford48@gmail.com

970 2113
027 356 4025
479 1299

roger.pearce.nz@gmail.com

477 1334
021 024 00550
233 0003
479 1522
027 678 6006
973 2852

zhilkina_lyubov@mail.ru

58 Viewmont Drive, Harbour View,
Lower Hutt 5010
146 Mulhern Road, Judgeford,
Porirua 5381
49A Moxham Ave, Hataitai, Wtn
6021
91A Webb Street, Wellington
183 Tinakori Road, Thorndon, Wgtn
6011
13 Nevay Road, Miramar, Wgtn

566 8922

alross@clear.net.nz

238 2779
021 661 324
972 0811
021 264 5414
384 4718

saskia.hendrikse@buddlefindlay.c
om
vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz

970 1205

kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz
theclaypenguin@hotmail.com
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jcollier@symbolique.net

joe.zuccarello@vuw.ac.nz

roseo@klezmer.co.nz
costaf@clear.net.nz
fshkuo@gmail.com

marland@xtra.co.nz
shanedg@gmail.com

